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Staff Interviewed 
Todd Bachmann, Associate Head of Imaging Services 
Maggie Hale, Librarian for Collections Digitization 
Hilary Kline, Manager of Reformatting Support Services 
Ming Zhao, Systems Analyst and Applications Developer 
 
Brief Summary of DRS Use 
Imaging Services is currently using the old Digital Repository Service (DRS1) to deposit materials, while 
the transition to the new DRS is undergone. There is occasional depositing into DRS2, when working 
with libraries that have migrated over, such as Gutman Library. They have four full-time staff doing 
active depositing, and all of these staff members have other responsibilities as well.  Along with 
digitization and deposit services, since their deposit workflows are so streamlined, they also offer some 
deposit-only services for those that aren’t currently equipped to deposit. 
 
Depositing is done at a high volume on a daily basis, with around 1.5 million files deposited last year. 
Batches vary in size, from small, “over the counter” imaging requests that they go ahead and deposit to 
large-scale projects, for which they deposit a maximum of 1500-2000 files per batch. The majority of 
their deposits are composed almost exclusively of still images and page-turned objects in the form of 
lossy jpeg 2000s. They also deposit lossless tiffs when that is requested, though because of the space 
and money this demands, it is much less often requested.   
 
The four staff members that do the depositing use both the BatchBuilder GUI and the command-line, 
though the command-line approach is used most heavily due to their high volume of deposits. The GUI 
is employed for occasional deposits or when they encounter an error using the command-line. The staff 
utilize additional tools and scripts in the pre-ingest workflow to create additional metadata and to 
facilitate batching. During pre-ingest tools such as DocWorks, FileMaker, and Shared Shelf help them to 
add new and organize existing data. Ming Zhao has designed special Perl and shell scripts for a variety of 
tasks as well, such as generating jpeg2000s and building batches from DocWorks. He uses Perl scripts to 
execute actions and shell scripts to tie elements together. Ming is also currently developing a new script 
to address the file naming in DRS2, which they foresee as a possible issue. 
 
Workflow(s) for Pre-Ingest 
Imaging Services meets with their clients from different repositories to collaboratively develop what the 
best methods for a particular project will be, so the workflows can vary some. Below is an example of 
the general workflow used for the Colonial North American project. 
• A survey of the collection is done. 
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• Prior to digitization, Todd and Maggie and conservators review collection to see how materials 
should be handled. 
⇒ Some materials may be routed to conservation first before coming into Imaging Services. 

• Physical preparation of materials includes: 
⇒ Passing through materials individually and flagging any pages that need special consideration 
⇒ Setting the file naming convention 
⇒ Creating a spreadsheet (in FileMaker) that has descriptive information for the materials, to be 

deposited along with the materials 
i) This could include things like a HOLLIS ID, a Shared Shelf ID – libraries have specific requests 

that shape this 
⇒ Ming has created a special script that can run through this spreadsheet to amalgamate the 

necessary data for deposit 
⇒ Sometimes the repository will do the physical preparation, dependent upon circumstances 

• Then the materials go to imaging 
• Quality control is sometimes done post-imaging and pre-deposit but also sometimes done post-

deposit, depending on what the library needs 
 
An example of how a project like the Harvard Yenching rare book collection project workflow differs is: 
• There is HOLLIS-based description 
• There could be between 10-500 works associated if it is a volume of a work 

⇒ Imaging Services merge all the objects in the DRS and create a “super METS object” in order to 
associate the works 

⇒ This can create problems for delivery and is an aspect that is expected to be resolved with the 
new DRS with the list-objects model 
 

General Workflow for Depositing 
• Batches are grouped according to what their workflow is, approximate number of images, and what 

is manageable – with a maximum of 1500-2000 images per batch 
• There is an image workflow and a PDS METS workflow with three streams of batch types: “over-the-

counter,” “high quality,” and “mass quantity” 
• They use Perl scripts to execute actions and shell scripts to tie elements together 
• Ming has created a Perl script to generate a METS file from the Excel spreadsheet compiled from the 

database (that contains information such as Object ID, object labels, OCR, &c.) 
⇒ This is used to build the batch 

• There is also a script to fetch the MODS file from Aleph if a HOLLIS number is in the file name 
 
Workflow for Depositing After Using DocWorks 
• There are two different levels of structure: 

⇒ A flat object, like a pamphlet, with no Table of Contents or index, etc. 
⇒ An object with chapters or sections 

i) In this scenario, after checking OCR and pages, Hilary can add some structure to it 
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• DocWorks runs OCR 
• The Access database is populated with the HOLLIS number and retrieves the author, title, publisher, 

language, and other information from HOLLIS. They also manually add whether each item should 
have a simple or complex structure. The database generate a file which docWORKS reads on ingest. 

• Then there is a script that connects DocWorks to an Access database file, which outputs: 
⇒ A lossy or lossless jpeg2000 file, a text file, and an ALTO file for each image 
⇒ A METS file for each folder of images 

• Then they run a Perl script that Ming wrote to rename files so they are standard 
⇒ Also changes the METS file 
⇒ Also moves the files into the deposit directory 

• Then they are ready for deposit, where they will use FileZilla for the file transfer. They dial into the 
DRS drop box, log in, and drag the files over. 
⇒ This part is simple but can be very slow 
⇒ A direct fiber link would be more efficient, and that is perhaps supposed to be coming down the 

pipeline 
 
Inventory of Scripts and Tools Utilized for Deposit 
Scripts 

• Tif2jp2.sh and batch2jp2.sh – used to call Aware and create jp2 images from TIFs 
• Dw_deposit.pl – moves jp2s and text files into archival_master folder and changes filenames in 

METS files by adding ‘archival_master’ and ‘ocr_uncorrected’, then runs BatchBuilder 
• Is_deposit.sh – makes jp2 files, creates METS files from HOLLIS number, moves files to deposit 

area, then runs BatchBuilder 
• Xlsmets.pl and txt2mets.pl – creates METS files from either a spreadsheet or a text file 

 
Tools and systems used 

• FileMaker 
• Access – which was developed by Ming and is maintained in-house 
• Aware 
• ABBYY Finereader 
• Terminal 
• Cygwin 
• Filezilla 
• docWORKS 
• HTML Kit 
• Oxygen 
• The Rename 
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Summary of Primary Challenges and Desired Aspects 
They have been able to navigate a lot of the potential difficulties of large-scale batch depositing due to 
Ming creating so many helpful scripts. Hilary did say that they work primarily from templates and she 
usually edits directly in an XML editor, and when she tried just a few days prior to do a deposit from 
scratch, it was difficult. Navigating the multitude of fields was cited as a primary challenge. 
 
In the DRS1, it is difficult to relate multi-volume works together, but that should be resolved in the 
DRS2. Several scripts will have to be adapted – which Ming is working on – to accommodate the 
migration to DRS2. They are also interested in solutions to facilitating born-digital materials and digital 
acquisitions. 
 
Also, while they are able to commit the resources for truly deposit-only services – when requestors have 
files organized and prepped for deposit themselves – those cases are rare. Often requestors have not 
considered obstacles that would prohibit depositing, and Imaging Services is then obligated to help 
them navigate issues like compliant file formats, file naming, structural metadata, rights issues, and so 
on. They do not shy away from offering this assistance, but these requests are often so complex and 
unpredictable that they do not have the staff time necessary for this additional analysis and service. 
 
 
 


